Urban spaces, large public areas and shopping centers have become integral parts of our lives. Then, why not turning them into a domestic environment where social life can develop in full comfort?

This concept has prompted Diemmebi to think of URBANTIME, a philosophy by which it realizes and proposes its outdoor collections designed by Alberto Basaglia and Natalia Rota Nodari.

Zeroquindici.015, completely made of metal, is characterized by a simple round pipe which can be bent and coupled in several ways, thus taking different shapes and allowing countless classical as well as unconventional compositions.

Ventiquattre.h24, made of steel and aluminum staves, reinterprets classical wooden and metal benches to suggest new types of use.

Both product ranges are conceived for outdoor as well as indoor spaces.

All the series are designed and created to be completely recyclable and fully maintenance free.
ZEROQUINDICI.015 CUBO - CUBE
ZEROQUINDICI.015  PANCA PIANA - FLAT BENCH
ZEROQUINDICI.015  PANCA PIANA CONCAVA O CONVESSA - CONCAVE OR CONVEX FLAT BENCH
ZEROQUINDICI.015 PANCA CON SCHIENALE - SEAT WITH BACKREST
ZEROQUINDICI.015 PANCA CON SCHIENA CONCAVA E CONVEXA - CONCAVE AND CONVEX SEAT WITH BACKREST
ZEROQUINDICI.015 CHAISE LONGUE
ZEROQUINDICI.015 TAVOLO - TABLE
ZEROQUINDICI.015 ZESTINO SINGOLO / DOPPIO / TRIPLO - SINGLE / DOUBLE / TRIPLE POST MOUNTED LITTER BIN
VENTIQUATTRORE.h24 PANCA PIANA - FLAT BENCH
VENTIQUATTRORE.h24 PANCA CON SCHIENALE - SEAT WITH BACKREST
VENTIQUATTRORE.h24  PANCA CON SCHIENALE E DOPPIA SEDUTA - DOUBLE SEAT WITH BACKREST
VENTIQUATTRORE.h24 TAVOLO - TABLE
Famiglia composta da: cubo, panca piana, panca piana concava-convessa, panca con schienale, panca con schienale concava, panca con schienale piana, tavolo, barbecue e divano modulare. Struttura in tubi calandrati di diametro 18 mm, in acciaio inox o acciaio verniciato con polveri poliestere in diversi colori. La struttura in metallo per uso esterno viene sottoposta a trattamento di zincatura a caldo. Predisposta per il fissaggio a terra con tasselli o per l’aggancio multiplo con piastra in acciaio.

Famiglia di sedute e tavolo: panca piana, panca con schienale, panca con schienale e doppia seduta, tavolo. Struttura in acciaio verniciato con polveri poliestere in diversi colori. La struttura in metallo per uso esterno viene sottoposta a trattamento di zincatura a caldo. Seduta in doghe di alluminio verniciate con polveri poliestere di diversi colori oppure decorate frassino naturale con film sublimatico. Predisposta per il fissaggio a terra con tasselli.

Some of the finishes shown are for illustration purposes and are available only on request. Hot-dip galvanized steel for outdoor use version. Ready-equipped for fastening to the ground with bolts or steel linking plate.

Family made up of: cube, flat bench, flat bench concave or convex, seat with backrest, concave seat with backrest, convex seat with backrest, chaise longue, table, barbecue and modular sofa. Bent pipe structure, diameter 18 mm, made of stainless steel or polyester powder coated steel tube available in different colours. Hot-dip galvanized steel for outdoor use version. Ready-equipped for fastening to the ground with bolts or steel linking plate.

Family of seats and table: flat bench, seat with backrest, double seat with backrest, table. Structure made of steel, polyester powder coated in different colours. Hot-dip galvanized steel for outdoor use version. Seat made of aluminium staves, polyester powder coated in different colours or decorated with heat transfer film for a natural ash wood grain effect. Ready-equipped for fastening to the ground with bolts.

Some of the finishes shown are for illustration purposes and are available only on request.
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